
Jude AMPC 
1 Jude, a servant of Jesus Christ (the Messiah), and brother of James, 
[writes this letter] to those who are called (chosen), dearly loved by God 
the Father and separated (set apart) and kept for Jesus Christ: 
2 May mercy, [soul] peace, and love be multiplied to you. 
3 Beloved, my whole concern was to write to you in regard to our 
common salvation. [But] I found it necessary and was impelled to 
write you and urgently appeal to and exhort [you] to contend for the 
faith which was once for all handed down to the saints [the faith which 
is that sum of Christian belief which was delivered verbally to the holy 
people of God]. 
4 For certain men have crept in stealthily [gaining entrance secretly by 
a side door]. Their doom was predicted long ago, ungodly (impious, 
profane) persons who pervert the grace (the spiritual blessing and 
favor) of our God into lawlessness and wantonness and immorality, 
and disown and deny our sole Master and Lord, Jesus Christ (the 
Messiah, the Anointed One). 
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5 Now I want to remind you, though you were fully informed once for 
all, that though the Lord [at one time] delivered a people out of the 
land of Egypt, He subsequently destroyed those [of them] who did not 
believe [who refused to adhere to, trust in, and rely upon Him]. 
6 And angels who did not keep (care for, guard, and hold to) their own 
first place of power but abandoned their proper dwelling place—these 
He has reserved in custody in eternal chains (bonds) under the thick 
gloom of utter darkness until the judgment and doom of the great day. 
7 [The wicked are sentenced to suffer] just as Sodom and Gomorrah 
and the adjacent towns—which likewise gave themselves over to 
impurity and indulged in unnatural vice and sensual perversity—are laid 
out [in plain sight] as an exhibit of perpetual punishment [to warn] of 
everlasting fire. 

Isaiah 46:9-10 AMPC 
9 [Earnestly] remember the former things, [which I did] of old; for I 
am God, and there is no one else; I am God, and there is none like Me, 
10 Declaring the end and the result from the beginning, and from 
ancient times the things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall 
stand, and I will do all My pleasure and purpose 

Ecclesiastes 1:9-10 AMPC 
9 The thing that has been—it is what will be again, and that which has 
been done is that which will be done again; and there is nothing new 
under the sun. 
10 Is there a thing of which it may be said, See, this is new? It has 
already been, in the vast ages of time [recorded or unrecorded] which 
were before us. 

In part 5 we finished with the directing the iron of the Roman Empire. 
From the beginning of the empire (beast, kingdom) as it relates to the 
prophetic vision that Daniel had all the way to the Time of the End 
showing a division of the empire, eastern and western. 
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When Constantine came to power in the fourth century, he 
legalized Christianity and the persecution began to fade. That 
is when we start to see the division on the statue and this 
began the two Rome’s, the old Rome and the new Rome in the 
minds of people back then.  

One is in the West and one is in the East, and that is where the 
two legs on the statue comes in. One of the legs that go all the 
way to the End Of Days is called Rome, Italy.  The other 
headquarters or Empire originated in Constantinople, which 
would later on be called Byzantium from the Byzantine 
Empire.  

Then, it was named Istanbul, Turkey in the 15th Century when the 
Muslims conquered that area and took it over which gave us the the 
Ottoman Empire. The division of these two legs (Eastern and Western 
Roman Empire) is very important when we talk about Bible prophecy…  
The legs and feet of the Roman Empire include ten toes in Daniel 
Chapter 2 as well. 
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The ten toes represent the ten kings at the End Of Days in Daniel and 
when you read Revelation about the beast having ten horns with crowns, 
it’s speaking of the same thing. 

Daniel 7:24 KJV 
24 And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: 
and another shall rise after them; and he shall be diverse from the first, 
and he shall subdue three kings. 

Revelation 13:1 AMPC 
13 [As] I stood on the sandy beach, I saw a beast coming up out of the 
sea with ten horns and seven heads. On his horns he had ten royal 
crowns (diadems) and blasphemous titles (names) on his heads. 

Revelation 13:1 KJV 
13 And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of 
the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten 
crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy. 

Revelation 17:12 KJV 
12 And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have 
received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with 
the beast. 

We went through the iron and clay that the Bible said would not mix at 
the Time of the End, representing islam and democracy. We have seen in 
recent history that the two have tried to mix but it has not been 
successful. But, at the Time of the End, five countries from each division 
of the Roman Empire (eastern and western) will join together for a 
common cause. 

Daniel 2:41-43 AMPC 
41 And as you saw the feet and toes, partly of [baked] clay [of the 
potter] and partly of iron, it shall be a divided kingdom; but there shall 
be in it some of the firmness and strength of iron, just as you saw the 
iron mixed with miry [earthen] clay. 
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42 And as the toes of the feet were partly of iron and partly of [baked] 
clay [of the potter], so the kingdom shall be partly strong and partly 
brittle and broken. 
43 And as you saw the iron mixed with miry and earthen clay, so they 
shall mingle themselves in the seed of men [in marriage bonds]; but 
they will not hold together [for two such elements or ideologies can 
never harmonize], even as iron does not mingle itself with clay. 

Today, the western Roman Empire is mainly controlled by Rome or the 
Vatican, the eastern Roman Empire is mainly controlled by an Islamic 
government. Once again, I’m not talking about the religion of islam, I’m 
talking about from the political perspective: hate the Jewish people, hate 
Israel, boycott Israel, it’s all Israel’s fault, wipe Israel off the map etc. 
     
Both divisions of the Roman Empire have taken the Bible out of people 
hands. As a result many will be deceived at the Time of the End just as 
the Bible said they would.  

In part 6 we will begin looking at the 10 nations of Bible prophecy that 
will join the antichrist in attacking Israel at the Time of the End. The 
book of Daniel and Jesus spoke to this period in history as the “Time of 
the End”. 

I’m not going to go thru all the theories that have been given and found 
out to be false regarding who are the 10 kings, 10 nations or 10 toes. But 
I would like to go over just one of them and that is the E.U. (European 
Union) 
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Note: In the past, many theologians have given their best guess to what 
will happen based on the Word and some of it was their opinion. But, 
the closer we get to the Time of the End, the Bible and current events 
have made it very clear to the specificity of Bible prophecy.



Back in the 1980’s many people thought the 10 toes was the common 
market when Greece joined to make it 10 nations but now it’s there’s 
more then ten, so that’s not it… many still hold unto this but there is so 
much more clarity regarding the evidence and how it lines up with 
scripture especially now as the book of Daniel and Revelation have 
come to life - we are seeing it actually happening. 

The common market has now 
become the E.U.. They have 
their own national identity 
card & currency (the Euro 
accounts for the majority of 
the member states). Their 
symbol is the tower of Babel 
which this painting from the 
1500’s depicts an image of 
the Roman Coliseum.  At the 
bottom states at the bottom, 
“many people but one voice.” 

 

This image of the tower of Babel from the 1500’s was also used in the 
formation of the E.U. parliamentary building in Strasbourg, France. 
(located at the top of page 7) 
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Common Market defined: Group formed by countries within a 
geographical area to promote duty free trade and free movement of labor 
and capital among its members. European community (as a legal entity 
within the framework of European Union) is the best known example. 
Common markets impose common external tariff (CET) on imports 
from non-member countries.



Note: The European Parliament has three places of work – Brussels 
(Belgium), the city of Luxembourg (Luxembourg) and Strasbourg 
(France). Luxembourg is home to the administrative offices (the 'General 
Secretariat'). Meetings of the whole Parliament ('plenary sessions') take 
place in Strasbourg and in Brussels. 

The symbol of the tower of Babel is connected to the “one nation”, “one 
economy” and “many people but one voice”.  

Before we read Genesis 11, remember  the genealogies from Genesis 
chapter 9 and 10… 

Genesis 9:25-27 AMPC 
25 He exclaimed, Cursed be Canaan! He shall be the [a]servant of 
servants to his brethren! 
26 He also said, Blessed be the Lord, the God of Shem! And blessed by 
the Lord my God be Shem! And let Canaan be his servant. 
27 May God enlarge Japheth; and let him dwell in the tents of Shem, 
and let Canaan be his servant. 
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Genesis 10:6-11 AMPC 
6 The sons of Ham: Cush (Ethiopia/Sudan), Egypt [Mizraim], Put 
(Libya), and Canaan. 
7 The sons of Cush: Seba, Havilah, Sabtah, Raamah, and Sabteca; and 
the sons of Raamah:  
8 Cush became the father of Nimrod; he was the first to be a mighty 
man on the earth. 
9 He was a mighty hunter before the Lord; therefore it is said, Like 
Nimrod, a mighty hunter before the Lord. 
10 The beginning of his kingdom was Babel, Erech, Accad, and 
Calneh, in the land of Shinar [in Babylonia]. 
11 Out of the land he [Nimrod] went forth into Assyria and built 
Nineveh, Rehoboth-Ir, Calah, 

Genesis 11:1-9 AMPC 
1 And the whole earth was of one language and of one accent and mode 
of expression. 
2 And as they journeyed eastward, they found a plain (valley) in the 
land of Shinar, and they settled and dwelt there. 
3 And they said one to another, Come, let us make bricks and burn them 
thoroughly. So they had brick for stone, and slime (bitumen) for 
mortar.4 And they said, Come, let us build us a city and a tower whose 
top reaches into the sky, and let us make a name for ourselves, lest we 
be scattered over the whole earth. 
5 And the Lord came down to see the city and the tower which the sons 
of men had built. 
6 And the Lord said, Behold, they are one people and they have all one 
language; and this is only the beginning of what they will do, and now 
nothing they have imagined they can do will be impossible for 
them.7 Come, let Us go down and there confound (mix up, confuse) 
their language, that they may not understand one another’s speech. 
8 So the Lord scattered them abroad from that place upon the face of the 
whole earth, and they gave up building the city. 
9 Therefore the name of it was called Babel—because there the Lord 
confounded the language of all the earth; and from that place the Lord 
scattered them abroad upon the face of the whole earth. 
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Although this is an interesting theory about “this is where the ten nations 
come from”…here’s the problem with it. If people say that all 10 nations 
are in the common market (EU).. a majority of all the common market 
nations are western nations. That would put all the toes on one foot. 

According to the Bible, the “Never Wrong” Prophet Daniel said that the 
10 nations that join the antichrist will be divided. The division will be, 5 
nations from the eastern roman empire and 5 from the western roman 
empire. This is not just based on Daniel chapter 2 but several other 
apocalyptic scriptures throughout God’s Word. 

I’ve heard people say that the old Roman Empire is being revived and 
consolidated so this is going to be the EU/common market, this is going 
to be the fulfillment of the 10 kings. But look at the nations that were in 
the Roman Empire that are not a part of the E.U.: Morocco, Egypt, 
Ethiopia, Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Israel, Jordan. 

Turkey has been turned down because they are primarily muslim. If they 
were accepted in the common market it would give millions of muslims 
passports to go into all the other common market nations through 
Europe. Many leaders feel that this would increase terrorism as we have 
seen over the the last 8 years in Germany, Italy, France Britain, Sweden, 
Finland and several other countries throughout Europe. 

Many European nations were originally open to the idea but in a short 
period of time they realized the danger that they had put their citizens in 
who they swore to protect. With this line of thinking regarding the 
common market or EU will contain the 10 nations comes the idea that a 
jewish man will be the antichrist. What are you going to do with 1.8 
billion muslims who will never submit to a jewish or christian leader? 

The reason islam and the islamic nations from the old eastern roman 
empire are connected with the 10 nations at the time of the end is this:  
1. The specific territory that is listed and the prophesies in the Bible.  
2. The area where the antichrist will come from according to the Bible.  
3. These areas (in the Bible) are predominantly muslim. 
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Muslims in a muslim country want a muslim leader. They will not be 
under a christian government leader, they will not be under a jewish 
government leader, they will not be under a buddhist government leader. 
They want to be under a muslim leader, an islamic government leading 
and directing them. This is very important to keep in mind. 

The ten nations or toes is not the E.U., for one, there’s more than 10 
nations and for the reasons we just went over. But, the E.U. is definitely 
connected to the 7th empire/beast of Bible prophecy which is globalism.  

However, to say it, the E.U. is the 10 nations or 10 kings at the Time of 
the End is false because you need 5 from the old western roman empire 
and 5 from the old eastern roman empire. 

It appears to me that most of the nations that the antichrist will have 
direct control over is islamic and middle eastern nations. The reason that 
I say that is because of Daniel chapter 11. The antichrist will take over 
Libya, Ethiopia and Egypt. In Daniel chapter 7 it says when the 
antichrist comes to power, he will uproot three kings. 

Daniel 7:23-26 AMPC 
23 Thus [the angel] said, The fourth beast shall be a fourth kingdom on 
earth, which shall be different from all other kingdoms and shall devour 
the whole earth, tread it down, and break it in pieces and crush it. 
24 And as for the ten horns, out of this kingdom ten kings shall arise; 
and another shall arise after them, and he shall be different from the 
former ones, and he shall subdue and put down three kings. 
25 And he shall speak words against the Most High [God] and shall 
wear out the saints of the Most High and think to change the time [of 
sacred feasts and holy days] and the law; and the saints shall be given 
into his hand for a time, two times, and half a time [three and one-half 
years]. 
26 But the judgment shall be set [by the court of the Most High], and 
they shall take away his dominion to consume it [gradually] and to 
destroy it [suddenly] in the end. 
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Daniel 7:23-26 KJV 
23 Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon 
earth, which shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and shall devour the 
whole earth, and shall tread it down, and break it in pieces. 
24 And the ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: 
and another shall rise after them; and he shall be diverse from the first, 
and he shall subdue three kings. 
25 And he shall speak great words against the most High, and shall wear 
out the saints of the most High, and think to change times and laws: and 
they shall be given into his hand until a time and times and the dividing 
of time. 
26 But the judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion, to 
consume and to destroy it unto the end. 

In Daniel chapter 11 verses 42-43,  it tells us who the three nations or 
kings that are going to be subdued  or uprooted. 

Daniel 11:42-43 AMPC 
42 He (antichrist) shall stretch out his hand also against the [other] 
countries, but the land of Egypt shall not be among the escaped ones. 
43 But he shall have power over the treasures of gold and of silver and 
over all the precious things of Egypt, and the Libyans and the Ethiopians 
shall accompany him [compelled to follow his steps]. 

Daniel 11:42-43 KJV 
42 He (antichrist) shall stretch forth his hand also upon the countries: 
and the land of Egypt shall not escape. 
43 But he shall have power over the treasures of gold and of silver, and 
over all the precious things of Egypt: and the Libyans and the 
Ethiopians shall be at his steps. 

These are 3 of the nations that will reign and rule with the antichrist 
which are more islamic. Another reason that 5 of the nations will be 
more islamic than just European is that islamic nations all hate the 
jewish nation and the jewish people. The want to wipe out all the jewish 
people, take over Jerusalem and call all of that land Palestine. 
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But, if you go into the European nations like, Spain, France, and up until 
recently Britain (Brexit: The United Kingdom left the European 
Union on 31 January 2020), you will find something different. The 
nations that are more connected into the common market or EU, they are 
not going to be so easily swayed to go attack Israel and kill all the jewish 
people as radical muslim nations would. 

These 10 nations have not yet formed a coalition. But, I believe based 
upon God’s Word that the EU has the 5 nations which is the 5 toes of the 
old western Roman Empire. 

What could happen that would cause 10 nations to give their authority 
over to or sign an agreement backing the antichrist or this new Beast 
System? Here’s some of those reasons starting with Revelation chapters 
17 and 18 where we learn about mystery babylon and the agreement 
with these 10 nations.  

Revelation 17:12-13 AMPC 
12 Also the ten horns that you observed are ten rulers (kings) who have 
as yet received no royal dominion, but together they are to receive power 
and authority as rulers for a single hour, along with the beast. 
13 These have one common policy (opinion, purpose), and they deliver 
their power and authority to the beast. 

Revelation 17:12-13 KJV 
12 And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have 
received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with 
the beast. 
13 These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto 
the beast. 

The Bible says that these 10 kings will destroy mystery babylon and in 
hour they will give their kingdoms over to the beast. Then the antichrist 
goes to Rome (I believe to be Rome based on God’s Word) and destroys 
it. This could be with a nuclear device which would make the 10 kings 
sign over their kingdoms in one hour. 
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Reason number one to why would the 10 nations give their kingdom to 
the antichrist. 

1.  They will give their kingdom over to the antichrist because    
 of fear and for survival. 

The Bible tells us that there is going to be wars during the tribulation. 
There are four horsemen that John saw and wrote about in Revelation 
chapter 6. Two of the four he mentions have a sword which means war. 
This is also referred to as the 4 horsemen of the apocalypse. 

Revelation 6:1-8 KJV 
1 And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it 
were the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come and see. 
2 And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had a 
bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, 
and to conquer. 
3 And when he had opened the second seal, I heard the second beast say, 
Come and see. 
4 And there went out another horse that was red: and power was given 
to him that sat thereon to take peace from the earth, and that they should 
kill one another: and there was given unto him a great sword. 
5 And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say, 
Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on 
him had a pair of balances in his hand. 
6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure of 
wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see 
thou hurt not the oil and the wine. 
7 And when he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth 
beast say, Come and see.  
8 And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him 
was Death, and Hell followed with him. And power was given unto them 
over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword, and with hunger, and 
with death, and with the beasts of the earth. 
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Revelation 6:1-8 CEV 
1 At the same time that I saw the Lamb open the first of the seven seals, I 
heard one of the four living creatures shout with a voice like thunder. It 
said, “Come out!” 2 Then I saw a white horse. Its rider carried a bow 
and was given a crown. He had already won some victories, and he went 
out to win more. 
3 When the Lamb opened the second seal, I heard the second living 
creature say, “Come out!”  
4 Then another horse came out. It was fiery red. And its rider was given 
the power to take away all peace from the earth, so that people would 
slaughter one another. He was also given a big sword. 
5 When the Lamb opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature 
say, “Come out!” Then I saw a black horse, and its rider had a balance 
scale in one hand.  
6 I heard what sounded like a voice from somewhere among the four 
living creatures. It said, “A quart of wheat will cost you a whole day’s 
wages! Three quarts of barley will cost you a day’s wages too. But don’t 
ruin the olive oil or the wine.” 
7 When the Lamb opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth 
living creature say, “Come out!”  
8 Then I saw a pale green horse. Its rider was named Death, and 
Death’s Kingdom followed behind. They were given power over one 
fourth of the earth, and they could kill its people with swords, famines, 
diseases, and wild animals. 

There will be wars and fighting in the tribulation. To prevent from being 
attacked by the antichrist or by his army, I believe that these 10 kings 
will submit or align with him in order to be “at peace” with the 
antichrist. 

The Bible says… 
Revelation 13:4 AMPC 
4 They fell down and paid homage (honor or respect) to the dragon, 
because he had bestowed on the beast all his dominion and authority; 
they also praised and worshiped (acknowledged) the beast, exclaiming, 
Who is a match for the beast, and, Who can make war against him? 
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Revelation 13:4 KJV 
4 And they worshipped (honor or respect) the dragon which gave power 
unto the beast: and they worshipped (acknowledged) the beast, saying, 
Who is like unto the beast? who is able to make war with him? 

Daniel 7:21 AMPC 
21 As I looked, this horn made war with the saints (jews) and prevailed  
(proved more powerful) over them 

Saints, in Daniel 7 is translated jews. Remember the book of Daniel was 
written to the jewish people and not the church The book of Revelation 
is for the the jews and the gentile nations. 

Reason number two to why would the 10 nations give their kingdom to 
the antichrist is…  

2.  Because of the wars in the tribulation and the antichrist being a  
 fighter and a warrior that these 10 kings submit to  him so they  
 themselves and people are not destroyed. 

Before we go any further I want to go back to the 4 horsemen mentioned 
in Revelation chapter 6. This is all part of the judgements from the 7 
seals that Jesus Christ will be opening up sitting on the bema seat.  

Let’s look at something very interesting. We just read Revelation 6:1-8 
which are the four horsemen of the apocalypse. Let’s break this 
down.The white horse rider has a crown and a bow and went forth to 
conquer… 
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White Horse - Revelation 6:2 KJV 
…had a bow; and a crown was given unto him:  
and he went forth conquering, and to conquer.



The red horse rider has a sword, war and is slaying people. 

The black horse rider creates famine, death and food rationing. 
Remember, in Revelation 13:16-17 you will be required to have the 
mark/chip in order to eat because there is going to be a food shortage. 

Revelation 13:16-18 AMPC 
16 Also he compels all [alike], both small and great, both the rich and 
the poor, both free and slave, to be marked with an inscription [stamped] 
(marked, etched, inserted) on their right hands or on their foreheads, 
17 So that no one will have power to buy or sell unless he bears the 
stamp (mark, etch, inscription), [that is] the name of the beast (empire , 
kingdom) or the number/symbol of his name. 
18 Here is [room for] discernment [a call for the wisdom of 
interpretation]. Let anyone who has intelligence (penetration and insight 
enough) calculate the number/symbol of the beast (kingdom, empire), for 
it is a human number [the number of a certain man]; his number/symbol 
is 666. 

Revelation 13:16-18 KJV 
16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and 
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 
17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the 
name of the beast, or the number of his name. 
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Red Horse - Revelation 6:4 KJV 
…and that they should kill one another:  

and there was given unto him a great sword.

Black Horse - Revelation 6:5 KJV 
…and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand.



18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number/
symbol of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number/
symbol is Six hundred threescore and six. 

Remember, this is the false prophet and antichrist teaming up together 
(the system of the beast) to initiate a mark/rfid chip to control all buying 
and selling.  

The antichrist, I believe based on my studies of God’s Word will be a 
muslim. The false prophet will be a defective pontiff pope. (The false 
prophet will be the lamb with 2 horns. One represents christianity but it’s 
not real christianity - it will be apostate Christianity - Bible says so). 

1. Famines and drought - limited food supply 

Revelation 18:8 KJV 
8 Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, 
and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the 
Lord God who judgeth her. 

Revelation 18:8 AMPC 
8 So shall her plagues (afflictions, calamities) come thick upon her in a 
single day, pestilence and anguish and sorrow and famine; and she shall 
be utterly consumed (burned up with fire), for mighty is the Lord God 
Who judges her. 

2. Rationing - by controlling/rationing the food they will have power     
    over the nations. Food will be rationed during this time. 
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3 reasons why the antichrist and false prophet  
will control the buying and selling:



Revelation 6:5-6 KJV 
5 And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third beast say, 
Come and see. And I beheld, and lo a black horse; and he that sat on 
him had a pair of balances in his hand. 
6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure of 
wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny; and see 
thou hurt not the oil and the wine. 

Revelation 6:5-6 AMPC 
5 When He broke open the third seal, I heard the third living creature 
call out, Come and look! And I saw, and behold, a black horse, and in 
his hand the rider had a pair of scales (a balance). 
6 And I heard what seemed to be a voice from the midst of the four living 
creatures, saying, A quart of wheat for a denarius [a whole day’s 
wages], and three quarts of barley for a denarius; but do not harm the 
oil and the wine! 

3. Control food in exchange for conversion to religion 

Revelation 13:16-18 AMPC 
16 Also he compels all [alike], both small and great, both the rich and 
the poor, both free and slave, to be marked with an inscription [stamped] 
(marked, etched, inserted) on their right hands or on their foreheads, 
17 So that no one will have power to buy or sell unless he bears the 
stamp (mark, etch, inscription), [that is] the name of the beast (empire , 
kingdom) or the number/symbol of his name. 
18 Here is [room for] discernment [a call for the wisdom of 
interpretation]. Let anyone who has intelligence (penetration and insight 
enough) calculate the number/symbol of the beast (kingdom, empire), for 
it is a human number [the number of a certain man]; his number/symbol 
is 666. 

Revelation 13:16-18 KJV 
16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and 
bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: 
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17 And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the 
name of the beast, or the number of his name. 
18 Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number/
symbol of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number/
symbol is Six hundred threescore and six. 

The reason people are beheaded in the tribulation is they will not 
worship/honor or acknowledge the image/beast (the system of religion 
and government/economics required a chip to buy and sell). Basically, 
they will not follow his gov/religion/currency and the only religion/
government system in the world that will behead you is Islam. They 
have throughout history…since the time of Muhammad. 

The fourth rider brings death and famine to 1/4 of the earth. 

Now, I’ve seen white horses and black horses but I’ve never seen a red 
or green horse. (I’m not talking about reddish brown). When we look at 
the four horsemen of the apocalypse, why do they have colors connected 
to them? 

Why doesn’t it just say, ‘I saw a horse and he did this’ and ‘I saw 
another horse and he did that’? Why specific colors ? 

Remember, this takes place, the 4 horsemen, during the tribulation or 
apocalypse, this is all about the Time of the End. We have this “End of 
Days” prophecy and these horses and riders are spirits that are connected 
to something that is causing all this death and famine - so, let’s consider 
this… 
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(Pale) Green Horse - Revelation 6:8 KJV 
…fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword,  

and with hunger, and with death



Islam has 4 types of turbans that they wear: white, red, green and black. 
But look at the colors of the islamic flags in history. These are solid 
colored flags. 

The colors of the flags of islam: 

The white flag is the color of the islamic caliphate when they have 
conquered. It’s not a sign of surrender but a sign of conquer. 
         
The red flag is the flag of the Hashemite dynasty. This is the Hashemite 
kingdom of Jordan. This is where Jordan is today. 

The green flag is the Saudi flag. The Saudi Arabian flag is green even 
today. They chose this color because this is the color of Muhammad. 
           
The black flag was used by Abbasid dynasty. These black flags have 
been used by Al Qaeda and are now used by ISIS. 

Get ready, this is not just interesting… this is BIG. One flag that has all 
4 colors. The red, white, black and the green…The Palestinian Flag. 
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Why did the Palestinians chose red, white, black and green for their flag 
colors? Because those are the colors of the four turbans and the colors of 
the four flags representing islamic history that we just went over. 

The Palestinian flag is the point where the battle is going to take place. 
From ISIL, Al Qaeda, Taliban and the other islamic nations, they want 
this flag to fly over Jerusalem. Not east Jerusalem only but the whole 
city. This is what this is all about. 

This is what the Bible says in Zechariah 14:1-2… 

Zechariah 14:1-2 AMPC 
1 Behold, a day of the Lord is coming when the spoil [taken from you] 
shall be divided [among the victors] in the midst of you. 
2 For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle, and the city 
shall be taken and the houses rifled and the women ravished; and half 
of the city shall go into exile, but the rest of the people shall not be cut 
off from the city. 

Zechariah 14:1-2 KJV 
1 Behold, the day of the Lord cometh, and thy spoil shall be divided in 
the midst of thee. 
2 For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to battle; and the city 
shall be taken, and the houses rifled, and the women ravished; and half 
of the city shall go forth into captivity, and the residue of the people 
shall not be cut off from the city. 

Half of the city is going to go into captivity. Why is that important? 
Because in the earlier days, you had the Turks who had Jerusalem until 
1917. Then Britain had it form 1917 till 1948. Then, on May 14, 1948 
the British mandate ended and they divided Jerusalem up in half. The 
wester side became Israel’s and eastern side became Jordan. 

They put up a huge concrete wall with barbed wire dividing or 
separating the 2. But in 1967 war, that wall came down and Israel 
annexed all of the east with the west. 
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Today, eastern Jerusalem is predominately all Arab. Very few jewish 
people even want to live over there, they live on the western side. Inside 
the city you have a christian section, an orthodox jews section and an 
Arab section. There are soldiers everywhere at these check points. 
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But, one of these days, the jewish people will no longer be there… This 
is exactly what the antichrist wants to do. 

Revelation 11:2 AMPC 
2 But leave out of your measuring the court outside the sanctuary of 
God; omit that, for it is given over to the Gentiles (the nations), and they 
will trample the holy city underfoot for 42 months (three and one-half 
years). 

ISIL tried taking over borders, tried to remove the border lines from 
Syria, Lebanon and Iraq for this new caliphate. Now Russia, Iran, 
Turkey an other islamic fighters are at the border in the Golan Heights. 
This is all part of the reforming of the old Babylonian empire. 

Why am I telling you this? how does this fit in the big picture? 

Ecclesiastes 1:9-10 AMPC 
9 The thing that has been—it is what will be again, and that which has 
been done is that which will be done again; and there is nothing new 
under the sun. 
10 Is there a thing of which it may be said, See, this is new? It has 
already been, in the vast ages of time [recorded or unrecorded] which 
were before us. 

Isaiah 46:9-10 KJV 
9 Remember the former things of old: for I am God, and there is none 
else; I am God, and there is none like me, 
10 Declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times the 
things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will 
do all my pleasure: 
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Jesus said… 

Matthew 24:33 KJV 
33 So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things, know  
(command to know the signs of His return) that it is near, even at the 
doors. 

Matthew 24:33 AMPC 
33 So also when you see these signs, [a]all taken together, coming to 
pass, you may know [b]of a surety that He is near, at the very doors. 

Luke 21:36 KJV 
36 Watch (command to pay attention, to watch, don’t put your head in 
the sand) ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted 
worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand 
before the Son of man. 

John 14:25-29 AMPC 
25 I have told you (His disciples - that’s you and I) these things  
(promises in God Word) while I am still with you. 
26 But the Comforter (Counselor, Helper, Intercessor, Advocate, 
Strengthener, Standby), the Holy Spirit, Whom the Father will send in 
My name [in My place, to represent Me and act on My behalf], He will 
teach you all things (Gods Word - what will happen at the end of time). 
And He will cause you to recall (will remind you of, bring to your 
remembrance) everything I have told you.  
27 Peace I leave with you; My [own] peace I now give and bequeath to 
you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Do not let your hearts be 
troubled, neither let them be afraid. [Stop allowing yourselves to be 
agitated and disturbed; and do not permit yourselves to be fearful and 
intimidated and cowardly and unsettled.] 
28 You heard Me tell you, I am going away and I am coming [back] to 
you. If you [really] loved Me, you would have been glad, because I am 
going to the Father; for the Father is greater and mightier than I am. 
29 And now I have told you [this] before it occurs, so that when it does 
take place you may believe and have faith in and rely on Me. 
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To watch this series online and view and/or download notes go to:  
grantwilliamsministry.com/daniel-endtimes-government-religion-currency 

For additional Bible Studies, notes and current events go to: 
https://www.grantwilliamsministry.com 

To join my “End Times In The Headlines” Facebook group go to: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/224722275478393 

This FB group has my Bible studies with links for notes and videos along 
with articles (current events) taken from the headlines in response to the 
command by Jesus to know the signs of His return.

http://grantwilliamsministry.com/daniel-endtimes-government-religion-currency
https://www.grantwilliamsministry.com
http://grantwilliamsministry.com/daniel-endtimes-government-religion-currency
https://www.grantwilliamsministry.com
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